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Former NIRVANA Bassist To Perform With FLIPPER At
DVD-Release Party - Feb. 9, 2008

Former NIRVANA bassist Krist Novoselic will be part of
influential punk band FLIPPER's lineup during the group's
appearance at the special DVD-release party for "Flipper -
Live Target Video 1980-81". This all-ages event is free
and will take place at Amoeba Music (1855 Haight St., San
Francisco, CA 94117, 415.831.1200) on Monday, February
18 at 6:00 p.m. FLIPPER will play a 15-to-20-minute set
in celebration of the release. Those who attend will have
the opportunity to purchase a copy of the DVD at a special
sale price one day before its official release. Attendees can
also meet the band and get DVDs signed.

From the archives of San Francisco's famous Target
Video comes this monster release from the classic original
early '80s lineup of FLIPPER. Capturing extreme and
scorching performances from 1980 and 1981, this DVD
helps form a picture of the band that slowed down punk
rock and made the kids suffer in the "louder-faster" days
of hardcore. An intense blend of noise, punk and drone
music coupled with an in-your-face attitude and
performance style made FLIPPER one of most "out-there"
bands of the early '80s scene. This DVD features stellar
performances from Berkeley and the Kezar and is (mostly)
unreleased and incredible snapshot into the other side of
American hardcore.

Novoselic has been a FLIPPER member since 2006 —
joining original members Bruce Loose (vocals), Ted
Falconi (guitar), and DePace. After previous bassist
Bruno DeSmartass gave notice in September 2006,
FLIPPER needed a replacement in time to play an All
Tomorrow's Parties show in London, curated by
Thurtston Moore.

To report any abusive, obscene, defamatory, racist,
homophobic or threatening comments, or anything that may
violate any applicable laws, please send an e-mail to
bmouth@bellatlantic.net with pertinent details. Anyone
posting such material will be immediately and permanently
banned. IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing
these conditions.
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CATASTROPHIC 
"Pathology of Murder"

GUILD OF DESTRUCTION 
"Into Oblivion"

PENTACLE 
"Under the Black Cross"

COMMENT | 
posted by : jeffgq
2/9/2008 10:52:26 AM

nirvana = best band in the history of music

COMMENT | 
posted by : RiotAct666
2/9/2008 11:15:33 AM

Cool should be a good show.

COMMENT | ...
posted by : MrMoustache
2/9/2008 12:43:13 PM

Good job, BM. Correct spelling of the guy's name is
overrated, anyway.

COMMENT | 
posted by : rufus_creampie
2/9/2008 2:07:30 PM

Melvins. \M/

COMMENT | Flipper
posted by : THRASHMONGER
2/9/2008 3:37:25 PM

rules, ok?

COMMENT | I love Krist because he beaned
himself in the head with his bass on MTV
posted by : I'mGeddyLeeBitch
2/9/2008 9:33:53 PM

and that was a BIG ASS bass.....a Thunderbird or
something just as big.....damn near knocked the poor
bastard out

God I miss Kurt

In Utero rules
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In order to post a comment, please log in first.
If you aren't signed up, sign up now.

BLABBERMOUTH.NET is run and operated independently of Roadrunner
Records. The accuracy of the information contained herein is neither confirmed
nor guaranteed by Roadrunner Records, and the views and opinions of authors
expressed on these pages do not necessarily state or reflect those of
Roadrunner Records or its employees.
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